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RECOMMENDED FOR ALL ALLERGY
SUFFERERS: VORWERK FLOORING
LAUNCHES NEW HOME COLLECTION.
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TEPPICHWERKE GMBH & CO. KG
Kuhlmannstraße 11
31785 Hameln
Tel.
+49 (0)5151 103-0
Fax
+49 (0)5151 103-377
www.vorwerk-flooring.com

Hameln, Germany, August 2019.
Vorwerk flooring takes yet another step. Following the launch of a
broad palette of products for commercial buildings, the company
is going further this autumn to launch 16 new home products on
the market. Under the name Best of Living Collection, the new
home products feature the high quality homeowners expect:
trendy colours, a recommendation for allergy sufferers, and a
range of optical highlights complemented by special haptics.
Available as broadloom, stitched or deluxe carpet, the Best of
Living brings textile floor coverings back to the home – and
amazes with a host of benefits.
SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL AND RECOMMENDED FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS.
The new Best of Living Collection from the house of Vorwerk is now here. Made
of the highest quality, the 16 new home products from the tradition-rich
company are precisely the floor coverings homeowners need to turn any house
or flat into a cosy home. With the look they desire. With the haptics that make
for a good feeling. In colours which amaze. The aim of this collection is – in line
with the motto “Millions of possibilities” – to offer simply beautiful floor
coverings for everyone and which are perfect for people with allergies. The trio
“quality, innovation and design”, which has made Vorwerk products so unique
for more than 130 years, continually served as the standard during the
development of the new products.
WHEN TYPICAL BIAS PROVES TO BE NOTHING BUT BENEFITS.
Many people cannot smell carpet flooring – simply because it does not smell.
Many believe carpet flooring is not healthy and definitely not suitable for
people with allergies. And then there are those who fear time-consuming
maintenance. Not to forget about those who think carpet flooring is “out”.
None of this is true – and Vorwerk is happy to prove this with its new
collection.

Vorwerk carpet flooring is recommended for allergy sufferers:
Whether in studies performed by the German Allergy Sufferers and Asthma
Association (DAAB) or proven in specialist medical publications – Vorwerk
carpet flooring reduces the level of fine dust particles in living spaces and
other enclosed rooms by up to 50 per cent. This can also be seen in the Life
Balance Label, which likewise proves that all Vorwerk carpets have been
tested for harmful substances. Allergy sufferers can therefore take a deep
breath, without a worry.
Vorwerk carpets are easy to care for:
Indeed, routine vacuuming with a high-power vacuum cleaner is nearly all
that is required in care. Should the carpet get a spot for whatever reason,
Vorwerk flooring gives owners good tips on how to remove it in the
company’s cleaning and care recommendations.
Vorwerk carpets do not smell:
The company completely avoids the use of materials such as bitumen, PVC or
harmful substances at all time. For this reason, one could say: It’s a Vorwerk,
when it does not smell like carpet.
Vorwerk carpets are “in” – ever since 1883:
More design than with Vorwerk flooring is just not possible. Each carpet is
available in a virtually unlimited number of colours – ensuring there is just
the right colour for every taste, with the right haptics and perfect optics.
THE PRODUCTS OF THE BEST OF LIVING COLLECTION IN DETAIL.
When creating the line-up of the Best of Living products, the company
remained true to its product logic, consisting of three product lines and three
style worlds. The three product lines ESSENTIAL LINE, SUPERIOR LINE
and EXCLUSIVE LINE offer various quality standards for the products, while
the three style worlds NATURE Design, CLASSIC Design and ART Design
embody contemporary colour worlds in which everyone can find the best
colour for them.
The new collection consists of two carpets from the EXCLUSIVE LINE, ten
carpets from the SUPERIOR LINE and four carpets from the ESSENTIAL
LINE.
ESSENTIAL 1008
The contrast between the rustic knobby texture and
the soft grip, in combination with a clear colour
structure, create a natural surface.
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ESSENTIAL 1031
The impressive bouclé loop features ribbings which
run counter to the tuft direction to provide an elegant
and robust weave look.

ESSENTIAL 1074
This classic, popular loop has known how to amaze
fans for many years with its highest durability ratings.

ESSENTIAL 1076
The two-toned mottled look of this cosy, soft carpet
flooring provides a homely flair in any living space.

SUPERIOR 1041
Thanks to its fringe aesthetics, as well as its lively
blended look, this carpet is a true eye-catcher –
setting cosy accents and featuring the best acoustic
values.

SUPERIOR 1049
The surface of this fine, heavy Saxon carpet amazes
with its expressive pin-point pattern and especially
high durability values.

SUPERIOR 1063
The surface of this high-quality fine velours surprises
with its range of colours and fine pearl shimmer,
which elegantly underscores any interior style.

SUPERIOR 1064
This modern, soft-shimmer Saxon carpet lets any
room shine – thanks to its impressive colour palette.
The soft texture exudes a cosy, warm feeling.
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SUPERIOR 1065
The robust frieze velours amazes with a light, grainy
texture, which appears lively and natural.

SUPERIOR 1067
The matt-shimmer Saxony carpet shows that modern
design and a pleasant, soft cosiness go hand in hand.
Its texture creates a comfy feeling everywhere.

SUPERIOR 1069
A high-calibre carpet whose elegant looks and
harmonious colour palette breathe a touch of design
and life into every room.

SUPERIOR 1071
When it comes to durability, this carpet is the best
choice all round. It also allows for a lively look thanks
to the integrated effect yarn.

SUPERIOR 1072
This easy-care, mottled velours exudes an elegant
light feeling while keeping feet comfortably warm. At
the same time, it amazes the eye with its fine
marbling.
SUPERIOR 1073
For those looking for something unique, this
shimmery Saxony is all that is needed – shining like
the stars in the sky. It is the highlight of the collection.

EXCLUSIVE 1060
The carpet lends unmistakable luxury, the charm and
feeling of a 5-star resort, to plain rooms, as every step
lets the surface shimmer in a unique way.
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EXCLUSIVE 1066
This carpet sets new market trends in looks and feel.
It exudes opulent comfort with every step and has a
fine pearl shimmer across the entire surface.

BEST OF LIVING: ALSO AVAILABLE AS STITCHED OR DELUXE
CARPET.
In addition to classic broadloom, the 16 new Best of Living carpets are also
available as stitched or deluxe carpets. For these two variants, homeowners
can customise the size of the carpet personally. They can choose to have a
matching stitching around the carpet’s edge or to customise the stitching
colour, or to have a beautiful edgeless carpet featuring a wrap-around border
with the deluxe variant.

Stitched carpet

Deluxe carpet

For more information about the new Best of Living Collection for the home,
as well as photos for downloading, please visit our website.
UNIQUE FLOOR COVERINGS SINCE 1883. MADE IN GERMANY.
MADE BY VORWERK.
Vorwerk flooring and its products have stood for a unique mix of superior
quality, sustainable innovations and global award-winning design since
1883. For more than 130 years, millions of satisfied customers have been
enjoying products from this traditional German manufacturer in their
homes and offices. At the same time, Vorwerk has continually redefined
the limits of floor coverings to offer products whose style and quality
never go out of fashion even after many years. Product development,
production and quality assurance take place at headquarters in Hameln,
Germany, and guarantee that the all-encompassing brand promise of “It’s
a Vorwerk!” is kept thanks to perfect performance.
When millions of possibilities make millions of wishes possible.
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